TAMA Executive Committee Telemeeting
8/30/2017, 9:00 pm to 10:00 pm

Attendees:
Venky Gadde, Harsha Yerneni, Manoj Tatikonda, Innaiah Yenumala, Aditya Gali, Rajesh Tadikamalla, Bharath Maddineni, Priya Balusu

Non-Attendees with Notification:
Murali Boddu

Non-Attendees with-out Notification:
Hemanth Penmetsa, Ram Bandreddi

Meeting Minutes Summary:
• Rajesh & Venky gave updates on Manabadi.
• Priya & Harsha talked about Mahila Sambaralu – sponsorship details, sports, tasks etc.
• Devanand quoted $750 for Mahila Sambaralu & Deepavali Audio & Photo coverage. Harsha will follow up and confirm.
• Need content for Hurricane Harvey Flood Relief donations link.
• Talked about upcoming events – Security Seminar, Volleyball Tournament, Deepavali etc.
• Ram need to transfer life membership’s money to TLTP account. Venky will coordinate with Ram.
• Hemanth shall work on Magazine.

Meeting minutes by - Venky Gadde, General Secretary